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In Opera at the Bandstand: Then and Now, George W. Martin surveys the role of concert bands during the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries in making contemporary opera popular. He also chronicles how in part they lost their
audience in the second half of the twentieth century by abandoning operatic repertory.
An integrated elementary listening program for music classes, regular classes, libraries and home use. Includes 20 great
musical selections complete with historical information, composer/arranger biographical information, musical features
sketches, cross-curricular connections and anticipated outcomes. Meets the National Music Standards.
The definitive work on the language of baseball—one of the “Five Best Baseball Books” (Wall Street Journal). Hailed as
“a staggering piece of scholarship” (Wall Street Journal) and “an indispensable guide to the language of baseball” (San
Diego Union-Tribune), The Dickson Baseball Dictionary has become an invaluable resource for those who love the
game. Drawing on dozens of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century periodicals, as well as contemporary sources,
Dickson’s brilliant, illuminating definitions trace the earliest appearances of terms both well known and obscure. This
edition includes more than 10,000 terms with 18,000 individual entries, and more than 250 photos. This “impressively
comprehensive” (The Nation) book will delight everyone from the youngest fan to the hard-core aficionado.
William Studwell has struck gold again! Providing a heterogenous mixture of songs that mirrors the diversity of the United
States and its culture, The Americana Song Reader is an entertaining and informative collection of over 130 historical
essays on various American and foreign songs that have had a significant impact on U.S. popular culture. The essays
give you basic historical data on the work, refer to any related or affiliated works, and touch upon the cultural context of
its creation and popular usage in the United States. Presented in an offbeat, somewhat irreverent, yet scholarly style, the
author has once again compiled a reference book that is fun to read. In addition to presenting information useful for
reference, The Americana Song Reader contains anecdotes, ironic sidelights, poetry, and allusions to parodies. For ease
of use, the book is divided into several sections. These sections, with some representative songs listed, include: Dancing
Songs: “After the Ball,” “The Hokey Pokey,” “Sleeping Beauty Waltz” Marching Songs: “March of the Toys,” “When
the Saints Go Marching In” Rural and Western Songs: “The Big Rock Candy Mountain,” “Jessie James,” “The Streets
of Laredo” Songs That Excite or Amuse: “An American in Paris,” “1812 Overture,” “The Sidewalks of New York” Songs
That Soothe or Bring Tears: “Beautiful Dreamer,” “I'm Always Chasing Rainbows,” “My Wild Irish Rose” Children's
Songs: “Hansel and Gretel,” “Pop Goes the Weasel,” “Sing a Song of Sixpence” Circus Songs: “Barnum and Bailey's
Favorite,” “Be a Clown,” “The Flying Trapeze” Drinking Songs: “Auld Lange Syne,” “Little Brown Jug,” “Ninety Nine
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Bottles of Beer” College Songs: “Iowa Corn Song,” “Notre Dame Victory Song,” “The Whiffenpoof Song” Song title
index and author/group index Whether the music comes from New York City, remote rural areas of the South or West, or
from Vienna or Paris, all music having some sort of impact on the lives of everyday Americans is in a very true way part
of Americana. In The Americana Song Reader, you'll see the songs both as small pieces of the American culture puzzle
and, collectively, as a large segment of the music of the country. This newest addition to William Studwell's collection of
song readers will delight the general public, musicians, and librarians.
During the American Civil War, songs united and inspired people on both sides. The North had a well-established music
publishing industry when the war broke out, but the South had no such industry. The importance of music as an
expression of the South’s beliefs was obvious; as one music publisher said, “The South must not only fight her own
battles but sing her own songs and dance to music composed by her own children.” Southern entrepreneurs quickly rose
to the challenge. This reference book is distinguished by three major differences from previously published works. First, it
lists sheet music that is no longer extant (and listed nowhere else). Second, it gives complete lyrics for all extant songs, a
rich source for researchers. And third, a brief historical background has been provided for many of the songs. Each entry
provides as much of the following as possible (staying faithful to the typography of each title page): the title as published,
names of all lyricists, composers and publishers; dates of publication; cities of publication; and if applicable, the names of
catalogs or magazines in which the song appeared. Music published in Southern cities under Federal occupation is
excluded.
The Philadelphia Orchestra is the most-recorded orchestra in the United States. This discography contains a
chronological list of recordings, detailing works performed, conductors, soloists, dates, venues, producers, and matrix
information for 78-rpm recordings.
Break out the anvils (at least two) for this immensely popular Verdi gem. It isn't easy but is well worth the effort!
Accent on Achievement is a revolutionary, best-selling band method that will excite and stimulate your students through the most
complete collection of classics and world music in any band method. The comprehensive review cycle in books 1 & 2 will ensure
that students remember what they learn and progress quickly. Also included are rhythm and rest exercises, chorales, scale
exercises, and 11 full band arrangements among the first two books. Book 3 includes progressive technical, rhythmic studies and
chorales in all 12 major and minor keys. Also included are lip slur exercises for increasing brass instrument range and flexibility.
Accent on Achievement meets and exceeds the USA National Standards for music education, grades five through eight. The
Teacher's Resource Kit includes special assessment materials for student testing, reproducible music theory and composer
worksheets, sample letters to parents, rhythm flash cards, and more.
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This brilliant novel of obsession and revenge from the author of the bestselling By Reason of Insanity is one of the most darkly
compelling stories of evil ever written. "I recommend it unreservedly . . . but only (to) readers with strong stomachs and even
stronger nerves".--Stephen King.
The rousing and well-known "Anvil Chorus" or "Gypsy Chorus" from Verdi's Il Trovatore (The Troubadour) depicts Spanish gypsies striking
their anvils at dawn and singing the praises of hard work, good wine, and their gypsy women. This is a flashy piece and everyone gets a good
part. (2:40)
A tribute to thirty renowned operas shares the plots and theatrical backgrounds of each, in a volume that covers such productions as Figaro
and Turandot.
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